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1 - the beginning

one day,tails was fast asleep untill sonic came running over quietly with everyone else.sonic shaked him
gentaly.

evreyone:HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!!!!!

yes it was tails birthday.his 19th to be exact.

tails:whats going on????

sonic:happy birthday!

tails:frack off.

knuckles:why?

tails:JUST DO IT!!!!!

sonic:we will be in the living room then.

tails:yeh whatever just let me wake up!

sonic:ok

tails went downstirs and found evreyone looking at him.

tails:what???

knuckles:are you gonna open your presant then??

tails:oh right yeh.

what does he get?find out in the next chapter!!!



2 - the presant

tails got downstirs and opened his first presant......a gold chaos emarald!

tails:A GOLD CHAOS EMARALD!!!!

sonic:whats the matter

tails:i am very suprised but where did you find it?

sonic:(rolls eyes)somewhere

tails:but......this is legandary

knuckles:what do you mean?

tails:its an elemenatal emarald

sonic:elmental emarald? how many are there?

tails:just 1.this gives people unlimited power and...

sonic:and what?

tails started to feel strange and...

HAHA!CLIFFHANGER!!!unlucky bruv!lol!
-_-ok it wasnt that funny i know.
what will happen?find out in the next chapter



3 - the dark side

once tails got hold of the gold emarald,it had been absorbed in to him and he became his dark side
called moonlight.

sonic:what the f*ck!!

moonlight:get away you freaks!

knuckles:hold on,we dont want to fight you,do we?

moonlight:SHUT UP!!

moonlight had evrey power you could think of he was that powerful

cream:you dont want to do this!stop it!please!

moonlight:SHUT UP!!!

moonlight knocked out sonic and knuckles and took off with the girls.

girls:HELP US!!!!!!

sonic and knuckles:WERE COMING!!!

they both dashed off to find them but they lost them

sonic:dam!

knuckles:im so sorry sonic

sonic:thats alright, it werent your fault.

so sonic rushed back home with knuckles to figure out moonlight was

what will happen next?read on please



4 - tails brother

sonic rushed home and bumped into someone who looked like tails but with 3 tails

?????:sorry man

sonic:no problem,whats your name by the way?

?????:the names sanchez

sonic:you look like tails

sanchez:who,my brother?

knuckles:wait a minute,so your tails brother!

sanchez:yep

sonic:hhhmmmmmmmmmmm

sanchez and knuckles:whats wrong?

sonic:sanchez,i need your help

sanchez:what for

sonic explaind the whole situation and the 3 rushed home as fast as they could



5 - disclamer!!

sorry for the wait but i need more reviews plz

ok

sure?

positive?

go reveiw evrey body!
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